
 

Are CT scans safe?

October 6 2015

With questions lingering about the safety of medical imaging and the
radiation that is used in some of those tests, Mayo Clinic radiation safety
expert Cynthia McCollough, Ph.D., wrote a paper that provides clear
answers that she hopes will allay patients' fears.

Dr. McCollough wrote "Answers to Common Questions About the Use
and Safety of CT Scans," which was published Oct. 1 in Mayo Clinic
Proceedings as a Q&A in an effort to provide credible, balanced
information about how much radiation a CT scan delivers and what
levels are considered safe.

So, are CT scans safe? Yes, says Dr. McCollough.

Patients can get a prescribed CT scan without worrying, Dr. McCollough
says. "Radiation has a bad rap. The Incredible Hulk and Spider Man
were mutants created from some radiation exposure; that's science
fiction. The truth is we are all exposed to radiation every day of our
lives, with no evidence that those low doses cause any long-term harm."

Areas that have higher background radiation levels (e.g., from the sun
and radon in the ground) have lower cancer rates. If there is a cause and
effect, it's simply too small to measure. And, because of increased
research and updates in technology, less radiation also is used these days
in medical imaging.

"Over the past decade, the radiation doses used in CT have been cut by
almost a factor of 2," Dr. McCollough says. "The current dose levels are
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not dangerous, but if we can use less, we will. I can take two Tylenol for
a headache and not worry about it being dangerous. But, if one Tylenol
will get rid of my headache, it is prudent medicine to take a lower
dose—and that is what we want with radiation."

In addition, radiologists are keenly aware that radiation doses will vary
based on patient size, so children are given a child-size dose instead of
the amount an adult would receive.

"What we have done over the past decade is, as a community, launched
national and international campaigns to make sure that CT providers
understand that they need to right-size the dose and dial down for the
little ones," Dr. McCollough says.

If patients are unsure about getting a CT scan, they should ask their
referring physician to explain the reasons it was requested. "If there is a
reason and the information from the CT will help guide their medical
care, then, by all means, patients should go ahead and have that exam
and not worry about some small, theoretical, long-term radiation risk,"
Dr. McCollough says.

  More information: "Answers to Common Questions About the Use
and Safety of CT Scans" Mayo Clinic Proceedings DOI:
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mayocp.2015.07.011
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